Abstract Let K R mn be a compact and convex set of m n matrices and let fu j g be a sequence in W 1;1 loc (R n ; R m ) that converges to K in the mean, i.e. Theorem 1 (Zhang) . There exists a constant c(n; m) with the following property. If (1.1) holds then there exists a sequence of functions v j : R n ! R m such that jjDv j jj 1 c(n; m)R L n (fu j 6 = v j g) ! 0:
In fact one has the seemingly stronger conclusions L n (fu j 6 = v j or Du j 6 = Dv j g) ! 0; R R n jDu j ? Dv j jdx ! 0:
For the rst conclusion it su ces to note that for weakly di erentiable functions u and v the implication u = v a:e: in A =) Du = Dv a:e: in A (1.2)
holds (see e.g. GT 83], Lemma 7.7). For the second conclusion observe that jDu j ? Dv j j jDv j j + jDu j j c(n; m)R + R + dist(Du j ; B(0; R)) and integrate over the set fDu j 6 = Dv j g.
Theorem 1 has found important applications to the calculus of variations, in particular the study of quasiconvexity, lower semicontinuity, relaxation and gradient Young measures ( KP 91], Zh 92], see also Corollary 3).
The purpose of the present work is to show that the constant c(n; m) can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1 and that the ball B(0; R) can be replaced by a compact, convex set.
Theorem 2 Let K be a compact, convex set in R mn . Suppose that u j 2 W 1;1 loc (R n ; R m ) and Z R n dist(Du j ; K)dx ! 0:
Then there exists a sequence v j of Lipschitz functions such that jjdist(Dv j ; K)jj 1 ! 0; L n fu j 6 = v j g ! 0:
Remarks.
1. A more natural and apparently much harder question is whether the same assertion holds if K is quasiconvex rather than convex.
2. Jan Kristensen pointed out to me that in the scalar case m = 1 the assumption that K be convex can be dropped. Let CK denote the convex hull of K and Cdist K the convex envelope of the distance function. Kristensen's proof uses (2.14), applied with CK and (CK) = CK , the identity Cdist K = dist (CK) L n (fu j 6 = v j g \ U j ) ! 0;
( 1.7) jjdist(Dv j ; K)jj 1; ! 0:
( 1.8) Remarks.
1. If has nite volume we have L n ( n U j ) ! 0 and thus L n (fu j 6 = v j g) ! 0. (see proof). 3. Condition (1.6) is a statement of the fact that u 0 and v j satisfy the same`boundary condition' (traces may not exist since we assumed no regularity of ).
Proofs in R n
In order to remove the small`bad' region where dist(Du j ; K) > we locally mollify u j . A key point is to use di erent molli cation radii in di erent regions of R n (I learned about the use of x-dependent molli ers through the papers SU 82] and SU 83] of Schoen and Uhlenbeck). Each molli cation step reduces the L 1 norm of the distance function by a xed factor but slightly increases the L 1 norm on the good set. Careful iteration shows, however, that the latter e ect can be controlled.
A more precise outline of the proof is as follows. In Lemma 5 we obtain quantitative estimates for molli cation on a ball. In Lemma 6 we combine these estimates with a covering argument to achieve the desired reduction of the L 1 norm. Theorem 7 contains the result of the iteration procedure. Finally Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.
In the following K always denotes a compact, convex set in M := M m n = R mn . We use the operator norm jFj := supfjF xj : jxj = 1g on M. This proves the rst assertion of the lemma.
5. To nish the proof it only remains to estimate L n (A). One has
Hence (2.7) holds and the lemma is proved. The assertion follows from (2.18).
3 Local estimates
Proof of Theorem 4. We may suppose jKj 1 = 1. 1. Claim: u j * u 0 W 1;1 loc ( ; R m ); Du 0 2 K a.e.
Proof. Let U be open, U (as usual this notion indicates that U is compact and contained in ). For A 2 R mn let PA denote the best approximation of A in the convex, compact set K. The sequence PDu j is bounded in L 1 (U) and hence there exists a subsequence that has a weak limit h in L 1 (U). Since U is bounded, in particular
and hence Du j k * h in L 1 (U). The usual argument yields h = Du 0 , and uniqueness of the limit implies that the whole sequence converges. Convexity of the distance function and Mazur's and Fatou's lemma (or standard lower semicontinuity results) show that dist(Du 0 ; K) = 0 a.e. in U, and hence a.e. in by arbitrariness of U.
2. Let V U . We construct v j that almost satisfy (1.7) and (1.8). The proof will then be nished by a diagonalization argument. 
k ; 0 ' k 1 and let k < 1 k . By point 2. there exists j k such that for j j k there exist functions v j that satisfy v j = u 0 in nŨ k L n (fv j 6 = u j g) \Ũ k ) < 3 k ; dist(Dv j ; K) < 1 k :
We may suppose without loss of generality that j k is (strictly) increasing. To nish the proof de ne U j =Ũ k if j k j < j k + 1: 2 4 Application to quasiconvex functions A function f from the m n matrices R mn to R f?1; 1g is called quasiconvex if for all bounded domains U R n with L n (@U) = 0 and all F 2 R mn We remark that every R-valued quasiconvex function is continuous and even locally Lipschitz since it is rank-1 convex (see e.g. Da 89]).
Corollary 9 Let K R mn be a convex, compact set with non-empty interior. Let f : R mn ! R f?1; 1g be a quasiconvex function that satis es f 2 C(K; R); f = +1 on R mn n K: Then, for all F 2 K, f(F) = supfg(F )jg : R mn ! R; g f on K; g quasiconvexg: (4.1)
Proof. 2. Let G 1 denote the right hand side of (4.1) and let P denote the nearest neighbour projection onto K. The proof is nished.
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